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Abstract
This work presents the influence of Standard Basque in the position of the demonstratives in the Basque variety spoken in Busturialdea. It is a diatopic and sociolinguistic research as it shows the syntactic differentiation between elder (60-80) and youth (20-30) from 20 localities.

Data for this research was taken from a more exhaustive PhD research where the linguistic variation from these 20 localities was investigated. A questionnaire was prepared to collect different parts of language such as morphology, phonology, lexicon and syntax and 100 questions were done to 2 informants in each locality.

This paper is focused in (hau) variable, exactly in the change between generations according to the position of the demonstrative pronouns. The influence of Standard Basque on vernacular is evident, but this change is happening further and faster than what it was expected.
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LA INFLUENCIA DEL VASCO ESTÁNDAR EN BUSTURIALDEA.
PARTE 1: PRONOMBRES DEMOSTRATIVOS

Resumen

Esta contribución presenta la influencia del vasco estándar en la posición de los pronombres demostrativos del vasco hablado en Busturialdea. Es una investigación diatópica y sociolingüística, ya que muestra la diferenciación sintáctica entre mayores (60-80 años) y jóvenes (20-30 años) de 20 localidades.

Los datos utilizados son parte de una tesis doctoral en la que se estudia exhaustivamente la variación lingüística de estas 20 localidades. Se realizaron 100 preguntas mediante un cuestionario que se preparó para recoger diversos aspectos del lenguaje como morfología, fonología, léxico y sintaxis. Dicho cuestionario lo respondieron dos personas de cada localidad.

El presente trabajo está focalizado en la variable (hau); más exactamente, en el cambio de posición de los pronombres personales entre generaciones. Es evidente la influencia que ha ejercido, y está ejerciendo, el vasco estándar en las hablas vascas, pero esta influencia es mayor y más rápido de lo que se pensaba.
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1. Introduction

There have been 250 years since Luis Lucien Bonaparte (1866) made the first Basque dialect classification. About twenty years ago, in 1998, Zuazo provided another dialectal classification of Basque and the last one in 2014. Further from that, Gotzon Aurrekoetxea and Iñaki Gaminde developed the program DiaTech, which displays quantitatively and qualitatively dialectal divergences and gives to the researcher the chance to determine in how many groups the varieties are derived. Nevertheless, it has always existed the disputation about the differentiation between idiolect-dialect-language and the tools to measure it. Moreover, Basque, as any other living language, is changing nowadays and Standard Basque is motivating and influencing on it.

Creating and implanting unified Basque is one of the most important steps that Basque language has made in the last decade. On the one hand, it has given to speakers of different dialects the chance to understand each other. On the other hand, it has promoted the levelling of speeches and dialects, as they are closer one from the others nowadays. Basque from all the geography of the Basque Country is getting closer and
closer and lots of researches have been done to analyze how is this change happening and to give evidence of the linguistic levelling (Ariztimuño 2009; Aurrekoetxea 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2012; Ensunza 2012, 2015, 2016; Gaminde 2007, 2010a, 2010b; Gaminde & Romero 2011; Gaminde, Romero & Legarra 2012; Unamuno, Ensunza & Ormaetxea 2012; Unamuno, Ensunza & Ormaetxea 2012). As these works have shown the influence of Standard Basque in dialects is notable and, moreover, it can be said that it is increasing in youth generations. Probably no so far new dialect classifications should be done.

Data² from this research was collected by a questionnaire prepared to gather different parts of language such as morphology, phonology, lexicon and syntax and we have made 100 questions to 2 informants of each locality. But in this work, we have focused on one specific variable that we have called “(hau) variable” so we are going to present the influence of Standard Basque in the position of the demonstratives in the Basque variety spoken in Busturialdea. We are going to show the differentiation between elder (60-80) and youth (20-30) from 20 localities, all female.

2. Demonstrative pronouns in Basque³

As many other languages, Basque has a three-term demonstrative system which includes a middle term in addition to the proximal and distal forms and each of the grades has a singular and a plural form. The middle terms “refers to a location in medial or non-proximal distance relative to the deictic center” (Diessel 1999: 39). Table 1 contains the demonstrative forms in Standard Basque:

---

² In this study we are going to give data from the wider PhD research we defended in 2015.
³ Taken from Ensunza (2015: 95-97; 143).
Table 1. Demonstrative pronouns in Basque

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ordinary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hau</em></td>
<td>'this'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hori</em></td>
<td>'that (near hearer, general)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hura</em></td>
<td>'yon (in the distance, not present)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hauek</em></td>
<td>'these'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>horiek</em></td>
<td>'those (near hearer, general)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>haiak</em></td>
<td>'yon (in the distance, not present)'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most of the varieties of Basque this demonstrative word follows the noun (‘*mutil hauek*’, NOUN-DEM.PL.), but in Biscayan varieties the demonstrative precedes the noun (‘*honek mutilek*’, DEM.PL-NOUN.PL). Moreover, as Martinez (2013: 296) says, “in Biscayan there is a pleonastic demonstrative construction consisting of ‘demonstrative + NP + suffixed article/ demonstrative’ such as ‘*honek mutilek*’. Constructions like these appear from the beginning of the written tradition in Biscayan (e.g., VJ. *onek amar Mandumientu-ok* ‘these ten Commandments’). Rather than being an archaic feature, such constructions appear to be a means of creating new demonstratives, once the original suffixed demonstratives have lost some of their deictic force, when they are clitized to the NP modified by them (a tendency particularly strong in western dialects). Hence, they may be an old innovation.

It is well documented that in western varieties of Basque the demonstrative goes before the NP:

*Onék mutillek guzurre esan deu* Standard: ‘Mutil honek gezurra esan du’;
*Ori liburue loi dau* Standard: ‘Liburu hori zikin dago’.

Other western varieties use the variant *demonstrative+NP+demonstrative* structure, for example, in Bedarona: *au liburuau, au alkondariau, onek mutillok, onek neskok, orrek mutillok, orrek plater guztixok, oneri mutilloneri, or kaliori, or mutillori, ori ur botilliori, or enchantadori, ori liburuori...* We can find this kind of structures also in Nabarniz and Busturia, but not with all the demonstratives: *onek mutillok, au liburuau, ori mutillori;* but *oneri mutilleri, arek gixonak.*
According to Gaminde (2007: 95), the position of the demonstrative is determined by its function and, thus, when the demonstrative is deictic, we will find the *demonstrative + NP + demonstrative* structure, such as in Bedarona. On the other hand, Gaminde points out that before the NP we can find any demonstrative, but after the NP only the article (-a). Nevertheless, in our data we have gathered examples of demonstrative that go after the NP not being just an article:

- A este chico le han mentido ‘This boy has been lied to’
  
  *Mutill oneri gusurre esan dotzie* (Muxika elder)
  
  *Mutill oneri gusurre esan dotzoe* (Mundaka elder)
  
  *Mutil oneri gusurre esantze* (Nabarniz youth)

- Estos chicos están cansados ‘These boys are tired’
  
  *Mutiy onek kantzeta daus* (Muxika youth)
  
  *Mutiy auek kantsaute dauz* (Nabarniz youth)

- Aquel hombre ha robado dos libros ‘This man has stolen two books’
  
  *Gixon arek bi liburu ostu deus* (Muxika youth)

Gaminde (2007) points out that in this varieties when the noun is referential (mentioned before), the demonstrative can go after the noun. So, we can think that the informant is making reference to “that thing that I mentioned in my question when making the interview”. Nevertheless, it is not a causality that most of the examples gathered are those from the youngest generations; in fact, with the influence of standard Basque it is increasing the use of the demonstrative after the noun and that is why youth use that structure even when the noun is not referential. Moreover, if we look at the free conversations recorded with each informant, this data can be corroborated.

In Busturialdea, this innovation has different geographical distribution, so it is interesting to analyze the two variants of (hau) variable: *demonstrative + NP* (in this research (hau+I)) and *NP + demonstrative* (in this research (I+hau)).

These are some of the questions and answers gathered to research (hau) variable:
- Ese bolígrafo está gastado ‘That pen is spent’

**Ori boligrafu gastata deu** (Elantxobe youth)

**Boligrafo ori gastata dau** (Sukarrieta youth)

- Este libro está sucio ‘This book is dirty’

**Au libruie loi dau** (Morga youth)

**Liburu au sikiñe dau** (Nabarniz youth)

- Si llevo todos esos platos, se me van a caer ‘If I carry all those plates, they will fall’

**Orrek plater gustixek badaroatesen, jeusi engo yates** (Kortezubi youth)

**Plater orrek gustisek eruten batesen, jeusi engo dastes** (Gautegiz-Arteaga youth)

**Plater gusti orrek eruten badotas, jeusi engo xates** (Nabarniz youth)

- No se si a Josu le va a quedar bien esta camisa ‘I do not know if this shirt will fit Josu’

**Estakitz Yosuri ondo geratuko bayako au arkondarie** (Forua youth)

**Estakitx Yosuri arkondara au ondo lotuko badatzon** (Sukarrieta youth)

- Si veo esa película, me van a entrar ganas de llorar ‘If I see that film I will cry’

**Ori pelikuli kusten badot, negarguri sortun go dast** (Elantxobe youth)

**Pelikula ori ikusten badot, negar eitxeko gogue zartuko yat** (Busturia youth)

- Ese balde es demasiado pequeño ‘That pail is too small’

**Ori baldi txikixeixe da** (Elantxobe elder)

**Balde ori lar txikixeixe da** (Mundaka youth)
- Esas chicas han hecho un buen trabajo ‘Those girls made a good job’

*Orrek neskak biar ona ein dabe* (Elantxobe elder)

DEMONSTRATIVE.SNG+NOUN

*Neska orrek lan ona ein dabe* (Muxika youth)

NOUN+DEMONSTRATIVE.PL

- He pensado que ese chico era el primo de Ane ‘I thought that boy was Ane’s cousin’

*Pentze ot base, ori mutille Anen lengusu dala* (Nabarniz elder)

DEMONSTRATIVE.SNG+NOUN

*Pentze dot mutiy ori Anen lengusue dala* (Gernika-Lumo youth)

NOUN+DEMONSTRATIVE.SNG

- Se puede pensar que ese pez está muerto ‘It can be thought that that fish is dead’

*Esan leike base, ori arrañe illye dauela* (Gautegiz-Arteaga elder)

DEMONSTRATIVE.SNG+NOUN

*Pentze leike arraiñ ori ilde dauela* (Gautegiz-Arteaga youth)

NOUN+DEMONSTRATIVE.SNG

- Esa ensalada está hecha con verduras ecológicas ‘That salad is made with ecologic vegetables’

*Ori ensaladie dau eñye berdura ekolojikukin* (Ereño youth)

DEMONSTRATIVE.SNG+NOUN

*Ensalada ori berdura ekolojikoakas eñye dau* (Gernika-Lumo youth)

NOUN+DEMONSTRATIVE.SNG

3. Geolinguistic and sociolinguistic analysis

In this section we are presenting a quantitative analysis of the data gathered. We have used a program called DiaTech to depict the geographical distribution of each variant and make the analysis. In this way, we are going to research the geolinguistic and sociolinguistic distribution of the variable (hau), as we are going to present the difference between youth and elder speech to compare one with the other and see the evolution of this variable.

Map 1 presents the geographical distribution of elder taking into account the (hau) variable. Map 2 presents the geographical distribution of youth.

---

4 Taken from Ensunza (2015: 129-130; 143).
As we can observe in Map 1, most of the Busturialdea speech use the variant (erak+I), that is, elder use the demonstrative before the NP (green), as it has been the frequent structure for it since nowadays in western varieties. Nevertheless, we can see that some of elder speech present the (I+erak) structure by the time we made the research. Mundaka, Busturia, Forua and Muxika do have the presence of the new structure NP + demonstrative (yellow). It must be pointed out that the presence of the new structure appears in elder speech but usually mixed with the old structure, so we can see that change is still in progress.

Nevertheless, as we can observe in Map 2 the speech of youth has suffered a notable change in (hau) variable. The old (erak+I) structure that was characteristic of western varieties (green) is losing its strength and the new (I+erak) structure has taken its place in youth vernacular (purple, red and yellow). Moreover, in Muxika and
Gautegiz-Arteaga the new structure is the only one that is used (purple) so the change has finalized in these localities.

The old structure has been best preserved in 9 localities: Bermeo, Murueta, Kortezubi, Arratzu, Elantxobe, Ea, Ereño, Mendata and Morga. On the other hand, Busturia and Forua changed from the new variant to the old one in youth vernacular and now is more used the old (erak+I) structure, being the only one that is used.

The conclusion taken from the geolinguistic analysis is that our hypothesis was correct: standard Basque has influenced the use of NP + demonstrative structure in western varieties and in youth vernacular it has introduced with strength. Due to this influence, the variant that was characteristic of western varieties is losing quickly.

4. Statistical analysis: age variable

In this section we analyze the use of each variant that (hau) variable has; we compare the change that has suffered from elder speech to youth speech by showing how often do one and others use each variant and we compare the use of them.

Graphic 1 shows the percentage of each variant in elder speech and graphic 2 shows the percentage of youth:

---

5 Taken from Ensunza (2015: 186-188; 193).
As it is shown in graphic 1 there are 4 localities that show variation in elder speech: Busturia, Forua, Mundaka and Muxika. Nevertheless, in all the localities the predominant variant is (erak+I), that is, the demonstrative goes before the NP (grey); in Busturia it is used in 80% of the cases, in Forua 73%, in Muxika 75% and in Mundaka 56%.

On the other hand, as graphic 2 shows, in youth speech the variation is more notable and the new (I+erak) variant is the predominant (red), that is, the demonstrative goes after the NP in most of the cases. The structure that in elder speech was unknown in Errigoiti, youth use 58% of the cases, in Gernika-Lumo 67%, in Ibarrangelu 83%, in Sukarrieta 67%, in Nabarniz 85% and in Ajangiz 25%. Moreover, in some localities where the new structure was used rarely in elder speech, increased in the speech of youth: in Muxika from 25% to 100% (+75%).

Nevertheless, it is no surprising the increase of the use of the new variant in vernacular speech as this is the only structure that is taught in education and, so, the only one that youth learn at school.

According to the statistical analysis made with SPSS, the change that (hau) variable undergoes in age is statistically significant (U = (Z = -2,081) 136,000; p<*0,038):
We can conclude that the statistical analysis shows that the change of (hau) variable is statistically significant in the different generations in the 20 localities of Busturialdea. In fact, in elder speech (erak+I) or demonstrative + NP variant is the predominant structure but in youth speech (I+erak) or NP + demonstrative.

5. Conclusions

In this study we have analyzed the influence of Standard Basque in the position of the demonstratives in the Basque variety spoken in Busturialdea. We have presented data collected from elder (60-80) and youth (20-30) from 20 localities, all female.

The geolinguistic analysis show that our hypothesis was correct: standard Basque has influenced the use of NP + demonstrative structure in western varieties and it has introduced with strength in youth vernacular. Due to this influence, the variant that was characteristic of western varieties is losing quickly. In fact, in elder speech the predominant structure is (erak+I) or demonstrative + NP variant but, on the contrary, in youth speech the most used structure is (I+erak) or NP + demonstrative.
On the other hand, statistical analysis shows that the change of (hau) variable is statistically significant in the different generations in the 20 localities of Busturialdea.

Basque from all the geography of the Basque Country is getting closer and closer, indeed, because Basque, as any other living language, is changing nowadays and Standard Basque is motivating and influencing on it. On the one hand, it has given to speakers of different dialects the chance to understand each other. On the other hand, it has promoted the levelling of speeches and dialects, as they are closer one from the others nowadays. The Basque varieties spoken in Busturialdea are a good example of this linguistic change.
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